
POSING & PREP GUIDE





Thanks for choosing me as your photographer. It’s a big decision,  
and I’m honored to fill this role for you! Each of us has a unique,  
God-given beauty that manifests itself in different ways; and make  
no mistake—you ARE beautiful. My goal is to make you FEEL  
beautiful by giving you stunning images that you and your hubs can  
share (and have fun with!) together.

This guide exists to both prepare and excite you for our time together.  
Grab your favorite beverage, a comfy spot to snuggle in, and read  
through it leisurely. Better yet, read it through with your hubs so you  
can both understand what to expect and fuel your anticipation together!
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TREAT YOURSELF!
Wives and mothers rarely put themselves first. For this session, 
YOU MUST! These images – and your marriage – is an  
investment, and one worth doing right. Go shopping, get  
your hair done, take a luxurious bath, shave, get your nails  
done – whatever makes you feel sexy and gorgeous! Here’s a 
checklist of things I recommend doing before your session:
  
 • Fill out the questionnaire (super important!)
 • Hair (down is preferable)
 • Nails (clean, manicured)
 • Shave 
 • Makeup (30% darker than normal; helps add depth/ 
    contouring to images)
 • Brush/floss your teeth

THINGS TO BRING
 • A minimum of three outfits (lingerie, favorite t-shirt  
   of hubs, comfy sweater, whatever!)
 • Accessories – pearls, bracelets, glasses, stilettos, etc. 
 • Chilled water
 • High protein snack 
 • Touch-up makeup
 • Favorite hair spray
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DO’S & DONT’S
It’s important to me that your experience is the best it can be  
so I’ve noted a few things that you may want to avoid before  
your session.

  
• DO NOT experiment with a fake/spray tan! If you go 
on a regular basis and have had great results- awesome! 
Just try not to do it directly before your session. 
 
• DO be mindful of your cycle. No one feels sexy during 
that time of the month so, if at all possible, try to avoid 
scheduling your session when you know (or suspect) you 
won’t be feeling your best. 

• DO NOT wear a bra or tight-fitting clothing on  
your way to your session to avoid lines or marks  
on your skin.

• DO be mindful of time. Sessions go by MUCH  
faster than you think so try to do your hair and  
makeup before arriving (unless previous arrange- 
ments have been made.)



WHAT WILL YOU WEAR?

• men’s button down shirt
• see-through kimono, 

light robe or sexy sweater

• corset or bustier
• chemises

• bras & panties

just you!
(and a perfectly  
positioned hand, 
prop or blanket!)

LINGERIE
ONLY

PARTIALLY 
COVERED

NUDE BUT
COVERED

What you wear (or don’t wear!) will set the tone of your photos.
Opt for classic colors (nudes, whites, blacks, pastels...) and sexy  

silhouettes to keep your photos simple and timeless.





Nervous? Breaking out into a sweat thinking about this part? Don’t! 
Our time together will be fun, I promise! With your favorite music  
playing, we’ll chat like we’ve known each other forever as we move from 
pose to pose. And here’s the fun part both you and your hubby can do 
now – look through these beautiful illustrations and descriptions to  
envision your ideal poses! Which do you think would enhance your best 
features? Which would HE love to see? When you’re done, fill out the 
questionnaire and I will craft a custom workflow for your session.
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POSES THAT 
FRAME YOUR face

Close, intimate portraits put your face at the forefront of an  
image! Here your arms and shoulders will frame your face and 
your eyes will directly impact the mood of the shot.

Hands draw attention  
to wherever you place them! 

An extended neck creates  
long lines that draw the eye  
up to the face.  
 
The extra cleavage created by 
this particular pose elongates 
the line even more!





POSES THAT 
SHOW OFF YOUR back

A woman’s back can be elegant and seductive and these poses are  
also great if you’re a little shy!

Extended arms and neck create 
long, sleek lines and accentuate 
sexy curves in your shoulder blades 
and back muscles.

This pose sets a sultry 
behind-closed-doors 
feeling to the shot.





POSES THAT 
ELONGATE YOUR legs

Don’t forget to bring your favorite stilettos, which will show  
off your calves and elongate your legs!

Here, a side view really shows 
off the shape of your legs!

There are a lot of reasons this 
pose is flattering! Legs stretched 
up against a wall or headboard 
hide tummy insecurities and 
flatter any figure.





chest
POSES THAT 
ACCENTUATE YOUR

Whether you dare to go bare or feel a little shy, there are lots of ways 
accentuate your breasts in a way that’s comfortable for you.

This angle accents the 
contours of your breasts 
and flattens your tummy.

A perfect push-up  
bra or the placement of 
your hands can really 
make a side view shot 
sultry and sensual.





POSES THAT 
HIGHLIGHT YOUR booty

Arching your back and  
poking your booty out will 
give it a flattering lift!

Celebrate that shapely behind with these flattering poses.
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WITHIN TWO WEEKS
you will receive your proof gallery. These images will be edited 
(though not fully), and you will pick your favorites according to 
the number you receive with your package. But don’t worry, you 
can always get more!

PRINTABLES
This is the time to think about gifts! Would you like to surprise 
your hubby with prints? Or a customized album of your favorite 
shots? I offer both and can create them with complete anonymity 
for you.

Once you let me know your choices, I will finalize your images and 
put them in a new, password protected gallery just for you! You’ll 
get a link to your gallery within one week of your image selection. 
Products require three weeks for creation and delivery.

And... one more thing!

Next is your session! We’ll have so much fun  
capturing images that you and your hubs will  

enjoy for years to come!

Boudoir clients receive 10% off your next photo  
session of ANY kind - family, couple, headshots, etc!



CUSTOM PRINTABLES

professional quality 
prints of your  

favorite images. 

A beautiful 8x8” flat 
lay album of your  

favorite 15 images.

Prints packaged in 
beautiful boutique 

packaging,unique to 
each client.

PROFESSIONAL
PRINTS

HEIRLOOM  
PHOTO BOOK

BOUTIQUE
PRINT BOX
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